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The Branch continues to be staffed by Clerk of Court Kate Fogarty, along with Rebeccah Parks and 
Michael Vicklund, and thanks the judges who have been involved in meetings and related activities, 
which include the Honorable John Tunheim, Honorable Eric Tostrud, Honorable Nancy Brasel, 
Honorable Paul Magnuson, Honorable David Doty, Honorable Richard Kyle, Honorable Michael Davis, 
Honorable Ann Montgomery, Honorable Becky Thorson, Honorable David Schultz, Honorable Greg 
Kishel, and Honorable Robert Kressel, in addition to several attorneys and local historians. The Branch 
meets on the first Tuesday of even numbered months in the Diana E. Murphy United States Courthouse. 
 
The Branch is nearly current with its oral history project as part of the Portraits of Justice program, which 
dates back to the mid-1980s, when the program was initiated in conjunction with the activities 
surrounding the celebration of the Bicentennial of the US Constitution. Work continues on the full-length 
histories of the court. Paul Nelson, who is writing about the judges and cases of the court has completed 
five draft chapters so far. Steve Flanders, who is writing and compiling images about the places the court 
has sat, which is envisioned as a complimentary work to Paul Nelson’s book, and that would focus more 
on the visual aspects of the court's presence in Minnesota. 
 
The Court’s plan to continue its posthumous commission of judicial portraits was interrupted by the 
COVID-19 pandemic, with the Honorable Dennis Donovan’s portrait unveiling ceremony being 
rescheduled from June to September of 2020. The portrait unveiling for the Honorable Joan Ericksen was 
also postponed indefinitely until the safety of attendees can be secured. The renovations to the historic 
courtroom in the Edward J. Devitt United States Courthouse and Federal Building in Fergus Falls were 
also impacted by COVID-19; the new completion date for that project is the spring of 2021. The Branch 
is working to document this unique time in history with news articles and photographs pertaining to 
COVID-19 and its far-reaching impact. 

In June, retired Bankruptcy Judge Gregory Kishel gave a report to the Branch on his research into the 
passage of the Bankruptcy Act of 1898 and its early administration in the District of Minnesota.  He noted 
the role of Senator Knute Nelson of Minnesota as the chief proponent of the Act in Congress over the 
final two years before its passage, and the interesting group of lawyers appointed by District Judge 
William Lochren to serve as the first referees in bankruptcy for the district. Judge Kishel hopes to refine 
this beginning into one or more articles and an expanded CLE presentation. 

The Bench is hopeful that the submission to the Space and Facilities Committee of the Judicial 
Conference will result in funding for educational outreach centers in the Diana E. Murphy United States 
Courthouse in Minneapolis and the Warren E. Burger Federal Building and U.S. Courthouse in St. Paul. 

Lastly, the Branch is nearly complete with its update of the Court’s History of the United States District 
Court for the District of Minnesota, often referred to as the “Blue Book.” The book, originally published 
in 1989, was updated to include new judges, as well as landmark cases in the district.  
 


